
Chapter 69: city 
The nursery rhymes sat on the sofa and looked at Lu Sicheng.
After Lu Sicheng slightly opened the distance with her, she
still held her armrests with one hand, and he looked at her with
no expression.
“…It doesn’t matter,” said Tong Yu, staring at Lu Sicheng
honestly. “You look at me like this. I can’t think of anything.
You can see me more. I can’t even get my ID number.” ””
Lu Sicheng: “…”
Lu Sicheng lowered his eyes and let go of the armrests on the
nursery chair and stepped back two steps: “6 minutes and forty
seconds.”
Nursery rhyme: “One question: What is your position and
what position do you ask such a question?”
Lu Sicheng: “Your captain, your boss, your teammates, or
whatever street-side cat and dog, six minutes and thirty
seconds, I want an answer that can convince everyone, not a
rhetoric to tell me.” - Please be as honest as yesterday when
you broadcast live on a notepad.
Nursery rhymes: “……………………………………”
He really saw it.
Lu Sicheng: “Six minutes and twenty seconds.”
Nursery rhymes: “Don’t count down! Give me some time!
Give me some tips. You suddenly ask me if I have no
psychological preparation. How can I convince you?”
Lu Sicheng paused: “From the day you talked about your
behavior.”
Nursery rhymes: “I am hitting people.”
Lu Sicheng nodded and thought about it: “The edg team
played wild promises, because before the occupation, the
people in the ranks sprayed ‘Your mother is dead, I am you
爹’, and the other players in the early stage of the occupation,
‘What do you like? It’s better to go home to raise pigs’ – so
it’s been smashed from s2 to ‘spray’ until today, and was
ridiculed as the head of the pig factory… Now five years have
passed, now he even broadcasts ten hours a day. Can’t say
more than twenty words of swearing, never typing, but still
can’t wash white; lgd team single high Dewei, a certain lpl
summer game won the championship, not well trained before
preparing for the global finals, Rank chaos play, cut out to play



the end of the moon and the moon knife, and finally in the s
department defeated the mountain, a matter of the reverse q
skills release is ridiculed so far, everyone is inflated to live, in
fact, even if the discerning eye knows one year later His
temper has changed a lot, the whole person has a low-key
convergence and is serious, still, can’t wash white-”
Lu Sicheng: “Thinking?”
Nursery rhymes: “…………………………………… Be
cautious.”
Lu Sicheng nodded: “So before the accident, I reminded you
on the plane?”
Nursery rhymes: “…………………………………… Be
cautious, and all the behaviors of professional players are
easily magnified or even affected by their careers, and don’t
bring their own rhythm.”
Lu Sicheng: “Where have you gone?”
The nursery rhymes bowed their heads: “The back of the
head.”
Lu Sicheng stepped back and leaned against the edge of the
table to hold his arm: “Continue.”
Nursery rhymes: “Well.”
“Yesterday’s training game was three-five-seven seconds. Lu
Yue was singled out. After that, he was suppressed to the late
group battle and he did not get a good advantage. Among
them, five minutes and 37 seconds, seven minutes and forty-
nine seconds. Twelve minutes and eleven seconds, the old k
tried three times in the middle of the gank road, because Lu
Yue habitual pressure line smashed his own tower, the other
side of the single police felt very high failure to end,” Lu
Sicheng looked down at the watch, paused Continued again,
“Today’s game, just now, twenty-seven minutes and twelve
seconds, Xiaolong team battle, after the old k robbery, we have
four people on their side, five people on the other side, in the
early stage of the opposite ad was crushed into Muggles In the
case of the original equipment, suppressing four dozens is not
a problem. When the other party took the initiative to retreat,
we pursued. At this time, Lu Yue did not keep up with the
rhythm, and turned to fly to the second tower. We only had
three people left. The other side turned around and beat, one
wave and three kills, the opposite side of the disabled ad



almost took off, this is a red arrow, if it is ck or a group of
dishes, we lose.”
Lu Sicheng: “Thinking.”
“Cooperate.”
“Why can’t you cooperate?”
“…”
“Because the training game, you like to press the opposite side
in the middle of his tower, the old k for you to practice a
habitual rebellion against the other side to play wild, so Lu
Yue this situation he can not adapt to it; because the wave of
Xiaolong group is If you are, you will immediately judge to
chase the head, so everyone will go directly without
hesitation-”
“…”
“Why?”
“Habitual cooperation.”
“Where is the habit?”
“Normal training and rank double.”
The nursery rhymes answered the question, and at the same
time, I understood what was happening - at this time, I
immediately heard Lu Sicheng ask: “Why should the team and
teammates adapt to change, why are you not responsible?”
“…”
“Do you still think that the ban is just a matter for you?
Because you have done it wrong, you have been punished, so
this matter should be turned over? Are you sitting in the
background, watching your teammates match, do you want to
In fact, the teammates who are playing on the stage are also
punished with you? They have to treat all the training that you
have experienced with you on weekdays as useless and start to
adapt again.” Lu Sicheng said, take out a cigarette and want to
ignite. At this time, I glanced at the nursery rhymes and
paused to throw away the unburned tobacco. “A ban, no
repentance; the second time, regardless of recidivism, ban
again - how can the team use you? The training game should
also let you Do you want to participate? Rank should not
invite you? The team should also adapt to you and let you
integrate and adjust your style as soon as possible? After all,
this game is a lot of people, the operation is good, waiting for
the upper person to go too much ……”



Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “Is it going to continue to use you, or is it to use
Lu Yue, or is it a new one?”
The nursery rhymes twisted his fingers and meditated for a
while.
Lu Sicheng said, looked at the nursery rhyme: “Lu Yue was
banned for a season because of impulsive impulses, which
harmed the gods, and the whole team could not participate in
the s department summary game. He came back with a low
head, and his teammates chose to forgive him. But you can ask
him, is he forgiving himself now?”
Lu Sicheng paused: “Thinking.”
Tong Tong’s low chin is almost on his chest: “The League of
Legends is a team game, e-sports, no personal hero.”
Lu Sicheng “hmm”, and once again raised his hand and looked
at the timetable: “You still have three minutes.”
The nursery rhyme raised his head.
“Three minutes later, I want to hear your position - I said,
people outside say how I say no, I only care about how you
think about yourself: continue, or give up? Professional
competition, not a place of play, players Their careers are very
short, and the golden peak is even more rapid-”
Lu Sicheng’s eyes turned awkward: “You can’t afford to waste
yourself, and you can’t afford others.”
“And I am responsible to my team, little girl,” Lu Sicheng said
faintly. “I don’t know what you think, but I am sure that the
zgdx team is the top professional team, looking for you to
come to play the game - this circle Some people may treat you
differently because you are a girl, despise you, discriminate
against you, worship you or love you, but I will not, wear a
uniform, you have only one gender-independent identity for
me. :teammate.”
“…”
The nursery rhyme bites the lower lip.
The heart that had sunk into the deep sea suddenly suddenly
“squeaked” when it was almost cold and stopped beating, and
it was no longer able to jump -
She looked up at Lu Sicheng.
Lu Sicheng looked back at her by the silence at the table.
For a time, the entire lounge was in a long silent period - until



I didn’t know how long the silence had passed, and the sound
of people walking outside was heard. Someone screwed the
door and did not unscrew it. The nursery rhyme realized that
Lu Sicheng came in. When I locked the door… Xiaorui
knocked on the door and screamed “Cheng Ge ah”, Lu
Sicheng ignored him, just squinted and looked at the nursery
rhyme.
After thirty seconds.
He said in a concise manner, “Time is up,” standing straight
from the table, faintly licking the nursery rhyme: “It seems
that you have nothing to say to me.”
After that, turn around and go outside.
However, at this moment, he suddenly heard the sound of
“rumbling” behind him, like a heavy object suddenly rolled
down from the chair, the man’s foot was next, he was about to
turn, and the man behind him slammed into the back. On his
back, he grabbed his right hand with both hands in a hurry -
The hand holding his hand was a little cold.
Lu Sicheng’s pupils were slightly polycondensed, but they
didn’t speak. Even the expression didn’t change much. He
lowered his head slightly. From his point of view, he could see
the sharp nose of the person who pulled him behind him. He
pinched his hands and made his hands slightly. force—
“I don’t want to say beautiful things, I don’t want to say
something unreasonable, sorry…”
The person who took him lowered his head and his voice was
hoarse.
“I only know that I want to win, I want to win every game
with you, I want to not miss every game, I don’t want to let
you down again, I don’t want to be a stumbling block for
anyone, I want to be your teammate until one day. Standing at
the peak of the world you and I want to stand…”
The eyes of the nursery rhymes are red, and the eyes of the
scorpion are blocked.
But she did not cry.
Her eyes are bright, but only the words that Lu Sicheng said in
her mind -
Want to be his teammate.
Want to be their teammate.
Even if one day she must learn to smooth out her own edges



and corners, then -
“You must also feel aggrieved, obviously maintaining your
teammates, why should you be treated like this.”
The voice from the top of the head interrupted the thoughts of
the nursery rhyme. She gave a slight glimpse and looked up.
After seeing the dark brown cockroaches - after the fade, the
dark brown turned into a chocolate soft.
“Everyone is very grateful for your maintenance, so they have
chubby. They did not hesitate to finally do the game, just to
finally provide you with some evidence to reduce the rhythm.”
Lu Sicheng paused, in the nursery rhymes In the eyes, he
slowly said, “And me, I am also very grateful for your
maintenance.”
“…”
“No one wants you to wear off your own edges and corners,
little girl, but you have to understand - before you start
protecting others, you must first learn to protect yourself.”
“When does it mean that I can protect myself?”
“When you are strong enough that no one can knock you
down.”
The nursery rhyme is silent, it seems a little confused and
slightly frowning.
At this point, Xiaorui was urging outside, and the man raised
his hand and patted her head, but did not take his hand out of
her hand until the nursery rhyme let him go. He whispered.
Muttered “go to the game” and went two steps forward -
Then I was stopped by the nursery.
He turned back.
“Sincere brother, are you such a person?”
“what?”
“Strong to no one can beat you?”
Lu Sicheng was silent, then slowly shook his head: “I am not,
I will have hesitation and do not know what to do.”
Nursery rhymes: “?”
The nursery rhyme let him go. Lu Sicheng’s hand grabbed the
door lock and opened the door lock. “咔嚓” sounded softly.
When the man was about to open the door, the nursery rhyme
stood with his hand on the spot: “Cheng Ge.”
“?”
“last question.”



“ask.”
“For the past two days, why didn’t you ignore me? Just
because you are angry? Is there any other reason?”
“…”
Lu Sicheng opened the door. In the complaints and urging
voices of Xiaorui’s broken thoughts, he thought about it and
threw down the five words that made Xiaorui’s face look like,
and went out and closed the door.
Leave the nursery rhyme standing in the lounge for a long
time.
His answer is because it will be soft.
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